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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we consider stability and error estimates for nonuniform sampling. There is a large amount 
of literature on the subject of error estimates for uniform sampling. In this paper we derive estimates by 
means of operator norms and obtain new bounds for the amplitude error and the time jitter error, which 
apply for non uniform sampling. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider stability and error estimates for the following problem. Given 
the data {g;} E £2 (.l) and time markers {t;};er, where g; is the value of some function at 
time t;. Here I is an index set which is equal to Z in the first three sections. In the last 
section conclusions are stated in the case that I is a finite subset of Z. The space l 2 (ff) is 
the Hilbert space of sequences of complex numbers {g;} such that 
llYll~· := L IYil2 < oo. 
iEI 
The problem is to find a function f which lies in a Hilbert space of interpolating functions 
such that 
# f(t; 7r/r) = g; Vi EI. (0.1) 
The reason for the factors 7r /r and ./"ifr will become clear in section 1. In this p;ipcr we 
consider stability and error estimates corresponding to problem (0.1). 
The first error estimate we compute is the amplitude error, which is defined as fol-
lows. Suppose the data {g;} are perturbed to {gl}. The solution which corresponds to the 
perturbed problem is called f' and satisfies 
.Ji"F J'(t; 7r /r) = g; Vi EI. (0.2) 
A second error estimate is called the time jitter error, which is defined as follows. 
Suppose the measurement times { t;} are perturbed to { tH. The solution that corresponds 
to the perturbed problem is again denoted by !' and satisfies 
. .Ji"F J'(ti 7r/r) = g; Vi EI. (0.3) 
The time jitter error is the difference between J and J' in the supremum norm, 
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etj = llf - f'lloo· 
There is a lot of literature on error estimates in the case of uniform sampling (i.e. 
t; = i, for i E Z). The purpose of this paper is to prove new error bounds which apply for 
non uniform sampling, by expressing the errors in terms of linear operators and to estimate 
their norms. In this way a rather transparent derivation of the error bounds is obtained. In 
the literature alternative methods are being used, which are discussed in the last section. 
In the next section we explain some preliminary notions. In section 2 and 3 estimates 
for the time jitter error and the amplitude error are given. In section 4 conclusions about 
stability of the problem (0.1) are stated in the case of finite index sets. 
l. PRELIMINARIES 
Most of the material in this section can be found in (8]. The error estimates in this 
paper are derived by using Riesz bases. Let 1{ be a separable Hilbert space with inner 
product ( , )1{ and orthonormal basis {hi};er· 
Definition 1.1 . A system { <p; }ie! is called a Riesz basis for 1{ if there exists a bounded 
linear invertible operator Ton !Pr such that 
Tip;= h;, i E Jl. 
An operator T on a Hilbert space is called invertible if its inverse, denoted by T- 1 , 
exists and is bounded. Note that in particular any orthonormal basis is a Ricsz basis. 
Throughout this section { <p;} denotes a Riesz basis. The Gram matrix G of this system, 
G;i := ('Pj,\Oi)1{, i,j Ell 
generat~s a bounde.d linear invertible opC'ra.tor on l 2(lf) (cf. [8], Theorem 9, pp 32-38). Note 
that ?.1s the matrix representation of (TT*)- 1 with respect to the basis { hi};er. For, by 
Defirnt1on 1.1 
Hence 
( 1.1) 
Similarly 
(1.2) 
A system of vectors { ~'i her which satisfies 
('Pj, ~'i)1{ = 8;i> i,j E lf 
i{s cal} l.ed th: biorth~gonal system of {i.pi};er· Here 8 is the Kronecker delta. In the case that 
\Oi is a R1esz basis, we have the formula for its biorthogonal system, 
'1/;; = T*h;. (1.3) 
T* is the adjoint of the operator T of Definition 1 1 So the G t · F f 
· h · · · · , ram ma nx o {'!/I·}· 1 
is.t e.matnx represe.ntation of the operator TT*, with respect to {h·}· . Any ele • ~Ef 
lymg m 1-f. can be wntten as (cf. [8] Theorem 5, p. 27) ' •EI men 
1 = 2:)1, '1/Jj)1{'Pj· 
jEI 
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In particular, if f = 'l/;; for i E .l fixed, 
'l/J; = "'.E,('l/J;,'l/;j)fi'Pj = "',£1\ppj. 
jEI jEI 
The bar denotes complex conjugation. Hence, 
'l/;; = L (G-1 );/Pji i EI. 
jEI 
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( 1.4) 
An example of a Riesz basis is given in the Hilbert space of bandlimited functions 
1Pr. We denote the support of a function f by supp(f). The Fourier transform of a function 
f E L 1(/R) n L2(JR) is defined by 
J(E) := ( ~) r f(x)e-ix{dx. 
v2ir }R 
The Fourier transform can be extended to L 2-functions and is also denoted by f. 
Definition 1.2. 1Pr := { f E L2(/R) I supp (!) C [-r,r]} 
IPr is a Hilbert space with inner product 
and with orthonormal basis, {h;}ieI, where 
h; := Fr; sincr(· - i ir/r), i EI. 
Here the sine-function is defined by 
{ 
sin(rt) t f= 0 
sincr(t) := -r-t -, 
1, t = 0 
Let {t;}iEI be a sequence of real numbers such that 
lti - ii :::; a < 1/4, i E I, 
and write 
( 1.5) 
( 1.6) 
Then, by [8] Theorem 14, pp. 42-44, { cp;};El is a Riesz basis for IPr. Moreover, the operator 
T of Definition 1.1 satisfies 
1 llTll :S 1 _ >., llT-1 II :::; 1 + >., (1. 7) 
where 
,\ := 1 + J2 sin ir(a - 1/4). ( 1.8) 
In this case we have that for any f E 1Pr 
(..fi/i-) f(t;ir/r) = (f,cp;)p,. ( 1.9) 
We obtain by ( 1.9) the formula for the Gram matrix G 
Gij = sincir(t; - tj), i,j EI. (1.10) 
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By (1.7) and (1.2) we estimate the norm of c-1, 
11c-1111/2 = llTll :$ 1 ~ >.' 
where>. is given by (1.8). Similarly 
11c11112 = 11r-111 :$ i + >.. 
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(1.11) 
( 1.12) 
It follows from (1.9) that the interpolation problem (0.1) is a special type of moment 
problem in 1Pr. That is, given a Rlesz ha.sis {cp;}ier with a biorthogonal sequence {1/l;};er 
and a sequence of complex numbers {g;};er lying in l 2(l), we want to find a function f 
which lies in IPr such that 
(f,t.p;}p,=g;, iEI. (1.13) 
The unique solution to this problem is ( cf. (8] Example 2, p. 148) 
1 = I:g;'!/i;. (1.14) 
iEI 
If J lies in 1Pr, then by the Fourier inversion formula 
By Jensen's inequality it follows that 
!f(t)l2 :$ < 2~) [r 1lml2 d~ = ( 2~) JR 1lml2 d~. 
Denoting llflloo := SUPteR lf(t)I, we obtain 
llflloo :$ (1/£) ll!IJP., f E IPr. (1.15) 
2. THE AMPLITUDE ERROR 
Let {g;}ier and {gl};er be the data corresponding to problem (0.1), and the perturbed 
data corresponding to (0.2) respectively, both lying in l 2(I). Throughout this section the 
index set I is equal to 71... 
The following proposition holds in the case of separable Hilbert spaces 1-l with or-
thonormal basis {h;};er. 
Proposition 2.1 . Let { cp;}ier be a Riesz basis in a Hilbert space 1-l, with biorthogonal 
system {IP;}; er, and suppose {g;}, {g;} E £2( I). The following estimate holds, 
llL(g; - gD'!/iillH :$ 11c-1 11 112 llg-g'llt•· 
ieI 
The Gram matrix G is given by 
Proof: 
By (1.3) and (1.2) we obtain 
II L(9i - BDl/i;IJH = 
iE! 
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llTll 119 - 91lle2 = llG- 1 11 112 Ilg - g'lle'-
This proves the proposition. 0 
Now take H = 1Pr and let {hi} and {<pi} be given by (1.5) and (1.6). The biorthogonal 
system {'If);} of {<pi} is computed by ( 1.4 ). The solution to (0.1) is called f, the solution to the 
perturbed problem (0.2) is denoted by f', which are l:;Ef g;'lf}; and EiEI g:'lf}; respectively 
(cf. (1.14)). By (1.15) and Proposition 2.1 we obtain, 
(2.1) 
From this estimate it follows that the solution is stable for perturbation of the data, since 
G-1 is a bounded operator on e2 (1). The norm of c-1 is estimated by l!G-1 11 112 :S 1:>" 
where ,\ is given by ( 1.8). We see that the norm of G- 1 in the case of uniform sampling 
is equal to l. In the case of nonuniform sampling the norm of c-1 may become larger if 
a tends to 1/4. The problem (0.1) is called well conditioned if !IG-1 11 is not too large (i.e. 
close to 1), otherwise it is called ill conditioned. In the case of uniform sampling(~= 0) the 
problem is well conditioned for perturbation of the data and the problem is ill conditioned 
if a is close to 1/4. 
3. THE TIME JITTER ERROR 
Let { t;};Ef and { ti }iEI be the sequences of exact, respectively perturbed time markers. 
The solution to the exact problem (Q:D is written as f and the solution to the perturbed 
problem (0.3) as f'. Define <p: = -Jr/ir sincr(· - t:7r/r) and suppose 
I 1: - ii ::; n' < 1I4, i E JI. 
Then, by Section 1, {'P\liEl is a Riesz basis for 1Pr. So, the bounded linear invertible 
operator T' of Definition 1.1, satisfies 
(3.1) 
Moreover (cf formulae (1.ll) and (1.12)) 
!IT'ii < 1 llT'-111<_1 + -'', 
- 1-A'' (3.2) 
where 
-'' := 1 + .Ji sin 7r( a' - 1/4). (3.3) 
The bi orthogonal system of frD is denoted as { iPD, which can be computed by 
o/,l-"cc1-l) I 
'f'i - ~ ij'Pj, i EI. (3.4) 
jEI 
Here G' is the Gram matrix of the system { <p:}, 
(3.5) 
Again we have a relation between T' and G', 
!IG'-1 11 112 = !IT'ii· (3.6) 
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The solutions f to problem (0.1) and f' to problem (0.3) are f = E;e 1 g;1/;;, and f' = 
Eier9i1/Jl. The biorthogonal system {1/;;} can be computed by (1.4): 
1/J; = L(G-l)i/f'j, 
jEI 
G is given by (1.10) and the system {i,o;} is given by (1.6). 
In order to find an estimate for the time jitter error, we choose the following approach. 
We look for a perturbation operator V, such that V \Oi = i,o;, for all i E Jl. If such an operator 
exists, then we have the relation 'if;; = V*'l/>l. 
The following proposition expresses the difference between f and !' in terms of the 
norm of the operator T' from formula (3.1) a.nd I - V. This proposition holds for arbitrary 
separable Hilbert spaces 1{. 
Proposition 3.1 . Let { cp;} and { \Oi} be two systems of vectors in a separable 
Hilbert space 1-l, sud1 tl1at there exists a bounded linear operator V witl1 V cp; = i,o\, for all 
i E I. Let { 1/i:J;o and {~·;};er be their respective biorthogonal sequences and assume that 
{g;} E £2 (1). If {i,o;};er is a Riesz basis for?t (cf. (3.1)), then 
II L9itPi - L9iifi:ll?t $III - VII llT'll llYllt•· 
ieI iEI 
Proof: 
II L9i(1/ii - 1,h)ll?t =II L9i(I - V*)1P:ll?t ~III - VII II L9itPill?t = 
iEI iEJ iEl 
III - VII II Lg;T'*h;ll?t $ III - VII !IT'ii ii Lg;h;ll?t =III - VII llT'll 11Yllt2· 
iEI iEI 
which proves the estimate. D 
In the following we prove the existence of this operator V, and in addition, we obtain 
an estimate for the norm of I - V in terms of the difference oft; and tl. First we give two 
Lemma's. 
If {i,o;} is a Riesz basis, then by Definition 1.1, there exists a bounded linear invertible 
operator T which satisfies 
Tep; = h;, i E I. 
Lemma 3.2. Let {cp;};er be a Riesz basis for a separable Hilbert space ?t. Suppose 
{ \O:lieI satisfies 
L:: l(f, \Oi - i,oD1t 12 $ c2 11111}c, v f e ?t, 
ieI 
where C is a constant. Then there exists a bounded linear operator V on 1t such tltat 
and III - VII $ llTllC. 
Proof: 
Vi,o; = i,o:, i EI, 
Let {<,0;} be a Riesz basis for 1-l, then Tt,o; = h; and 'if;; := T*h; is its biorthogonal 
system. Define the bounded linear operator W on 1i by 
w J = :l:U,i,o; - cp:)?t 1/J;. 
ieI 
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Then, 
llW 111 2 =II 'L,(f,i.p; - 'PDH 1/>dl1t :S 
iEI 
llTll 2 ('L, J(!,cp; - 'Pi)Hl 2 l :S llTIJ2C2 Jl/llk 
iE[ 
So IJ"Wll :S CJJTJI. The adjoint of W is 
w· f = L,u, 1/Ji)Ji ('Pi - cp;), 
iEI 
a.nd 
(I - w· )cp; == cp;. 
The result follows by taking V ==I - W*. o 
Lemma 3.2 is a slight generalization of Schafke's Theorem [8], where the system { tp;};EI 
is assumed to be an orthonormal basis. The following Lemma is proven in [8] (p. 181, Lemma 
3). 
Lemma 3.3. Ass11me that {l;};El is a sequence of real numbers such that 
(7r/r) L lf(t; 7r/r)l 2 :S D211111i., VJ E !Pr, 
iE[ 
where Dis a constant. If {t:JiEI is a seq11ence of real numbers which satisfies 
Jt;-til:S/, iEll, 
then 
(7r/r) L lf(t;7r/r)- f(t;7r/r)l 2 :S D2 (e~-Y -1)2 IJ/JJ}>., VJ E !Pr. 
iEI 
An estimate for the time jitter error can now be derived, by means of a norm estimate 
for I - V. The Gram matrices G and G' are given by (1.10) and (3.5), respectively. 
Theorem 3.4. Let {ti};E[ and {ti}ier be sequences of real numbers which satisfy, 
Jt; - iJ :S a < 1/4, i E I, 
lti - ii :Sa' < 1/4, i E I, 
and 
lt;-t\l:S1:Sa+a1 , iEI. 
The time jitter error rnn be estimated by 
Proof: 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
If { t;} satisfies the above estimate, then {<pi} is a Riesz basis for !Pr. Let f E 1Pr, 
(7r/r) L lf(t;Tr/r)l2 =II# L /(t;7r/r)h;JI}>. = 
iEl 
II# _Lf(t;Tr/r)T*- 1 1/>;IJJ>, :S 11r-1 11 2 ll'L,{f,cp;)1/>;ll}>, = IJT- 1 ll 2 llJIJ},,. 
iEl iEl 
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So, the conditions of Lemma 3.3 are satisfied with D ::::: llT- 1 11, whence the following in-
equality is obtained 
iEI iEI 
Hence the sequences {<pi} and h~n satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2, with 
C = llT- 1 ll(e71"-Y - 1). This implies the existence of a linear operator Von IPr such that 
Vip; = <p: and 
III - VII :S llTll llT- 1 ll(e"-Y -1). 
Since the {t:};o satisfy (:3.8), the system {<p:};o is a Riesz basis. By Proposition 3.1 we 
have that 
II!- f'llP. :=:: (llG'-1 II llG-1 II llGll)112 (e1!""' - 1) ll9lle2 • 
f and f' are solutions to (0.1) and (0.:3) respectively. The result follows by (1.15). D 
A few remarks are in order. From this estimate we see that problem (0.1) is stable for 
perturbation of the time milrkers. By the norm estimates (1.11), (1.12) ilnd (3.2) we obtain 
and 
Here 
and 
11011 112 :S 1 + ,\, 
11a-111112::::: l~,\ 
,\ :== l + h sin 71"(n - 1/4) 
,\' := 1 + ../2 sin 71"(n' - 1/4). 
In the case of uniform sampling (a is zero and a' is close to zero) the problem (0.1) is well 
conditioned for perturbation of the time markers. If we sampled nonuniformly, especially 
when n or n' is close to 1/4, the problem may become ill conditioned for perturbation of 
the time markers. 
This estimate for the time jitter error can also be obtained by means of the amplitude 
error [2,5], which is the itpproach below. Suppose we did measure the data {g;};EI at the 
time markers {t;71" /r };o. Suppose that the sequence of me~surement times is ~stered by 
our device as {t:71"/r};o. The function we sampled is denoted by f, so g; == -./11"/r f(t;11"/r). 
The situation which is registered by our meilSuring device is false, since it says that the value 
off at t;11" /r is equal tog;. However, the true value off at t:71" /r is oi :== ( #l J(t;11" /r). So 
we may consider {g;};Ef as the exact data and {g;};Er as the perturbed data at {t:71"/r};o. 
With the above notation, we have 
f == 2:,g;i/J; = 2:,g:ip;, (3.10) 
iEf iEf 
and we define f' = L;El9;1/l;. The time jitter error is given by 
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The estimate from Theorem 3.4 can now be derived by formula (2.1) as follows. Let 
{t;} and {tD satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.4. By applying (2.1) with i/Jl and G' in 
the role of 1/J; and G respectively, 
eij = II/ - f'll~ ~ (1/-Jiff) llf - f'llj,r = (1/../2-i) II L)g; - YDT,i•:Ui, ~ 
iEI 
(1/../2-ff) l/G'-1 11 L /g; - g;i2 = (1/../2i) l/G'- 1 11 ( 7r /r) L l/(t;7r /r) - J(t;71" /r)/2. 
ie! iE! 
From the proof of Theorem 3.4, we know that the sequence {t;}ie1 satisfies the condition of 
Lemma 3.3, with D = 11r-1 /1. Hence 
The desired estimate now follows by (1.1), (1.3) and (1.14). 
This shows that the estimate of Theorem 3.4 can be proven by using (2.1). 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
In this section we consider the solution of the problem (0.1) in the case that the 
index set I is a finite subset of 7l and we state conclusions concerning the amplitude and 
time jitter error. If the time markers t; are all distinct for all i E I, then the system 
cp; = sincr(. - t;71" /r) is linearly independent, so it is a Riesz basis for its linear span. 
A solution to problem (0.1) is in this case f = 'EieI g;i/J;. This solution is not unique, 
but it is the one with smallest norm among all solutions, the minimal norm solution in 1Pr 
to (0.1), see [1). If both the t; 's and the t\'s are all distinct, then the estimates of Formula 
(2.1) and Theorem 3.4 are valid. This implies that problem (0.1) in the case offinite index 
sets is stable for perturbation of the data and the time markers. 
If the time markers t; are lying close to each other, then the system <p; may become 
effectively linearly dependent, from a numerical point of view and the matrix G (formula 
(1.10)) may become singular. Hence the biorthogonal system {1/J;};er which is given by (1.4) 
cannot be computed. In such a case the algorithm to compute f breaks down. Then the 
problem (0.1) is ill conditioned for perturbation of the data and of the time markers. 
We applied the above interpolation technique in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
which is a diagnostic method to measure and display cross sections of a human organ, e.g. 
the beating human heart. A cross section of the heart has to be reconstructed at prescribed 
measurement times, which are called phases. But since the time markers at which data are 
measured do, in general, not coincide with the phases, an interpolation technique is used to 
obtain information at these phases (9,10). 
Since there is a vast amount of literature on this subject, we want to make some 
remarks on error estimates. In the literature the bounds for the time jitter error and the 
amplitude error are given in the case of uniform sampling. 
A bound for the amplitude error is obtained in [4) and [5] by means of the estimate, 
(4.1) 
It can be proven by the Fourier inversion formula. (cf. Section 1) and by the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality, 
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Define the amplitude error for uniform sampling by (cf. Section 1) 
eamp :=Iii - i'lloo, 
for i, i' E IPr· Note that i - J' E I'r. By ( 4.1) one obtains 
eamp ~ (#)Iii - i'llP,· 
This estimate from (4] and (5] depends on the bandwidth r. If we use (1.15) instead of (4.1), 
then we would obtain a similar estimate which is independent of r, 
eamp ~ (J/,/2i) Iii - i'llP,· 
(4.2) is a special case of (2.1). For, ddine g; := ( fi/r) i(i7r/r) and 
gl := ( fi/r) J'(irr/r) for i E 71.. We then have 
and 
(f-i')(t)= L(g;-gD(#) sincr(t-i'lr/r), 
iE 7l. 
Iii - f'llP, = Ilg - Y1lle2( 7lr 
Hence ( 4.2) is rewritten as 
eamp :::; (1/y'2;)llg - g'lle'( 7l)" 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
If we take t; = i for all i E 7L in formula (2.1), then the Gram matrix G (cf. (1.10)) is the 
identity matrix and (2.1) is the same as ( 4.3). So, the estimate of [ 4] and (5] is similar to 
(2.1) applied for uniform sampling. 
Another bound for the amplitude error is derived in 13] Theorem 3.1, via the truncation 
error (which is not considered here), 
1+7f . 
eamp ~ -- (2 + r/7rll/llL'(R)) dn(l/t). 7f 
Here f :::: supiE z ig; - g:I and 11/llu(R) := f R lf(t)ldt. This bound holds for all continuous 
functions f E L1(JR) such that supp (fl C (-r, r]. 
The time jitter error for stochastic jitter is derived in [5] by applying the mean value 
theorem to the sampled function. In [2] Theorem 3.11 the time jitter error for uniform 
sampling (cf. Section 1) 
etj :=II L (f(i7r/r) - f(t:7r/r)) sincr(- - i7r/r)lloo 
iE 7l. 
is estimated via the amplitude error and one obtains 
etj '.S (4//3)(./5118/ot flloo + JS M1 e114 ) 6 ln(l/6). ( 4.4) 
Here t: satisfies l(i-tD7r/rl < 6 ~ min {rr/r,1//e} for i E 'll. and f has to satisfy (among 
others) 
f(t) ~ M1IWil, for Jtj ~ 1, (4.5) 
for some 0 < f3 ~ 1. M1 is a positive constant depending on f. 
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Applying Theorem 3.4 of this paper to the case of uniform sampling (i.e. t; = i for 
i E ?l) we obtain 
etj ~ (1/./2i) ( l . )(e"" - l)llfllPr· 
COS 'lf/ + Sill 'lf/ ( 4.6) 
t: has to satisfy ji - t;j ::; / < 1/4, for i E ?l. Estimate (4.6) holds for functions in !Pr, 
while (4.4) holds for a broader function class. However, in (4.6) the condition (4.5) on the 
growth of the sampled function f is not needed. I in (4.6) plays the role of 8 in (4.4). 
In this pa.per new bounds for the amplitude and the time jitter error which apply in 
the case of non uniform sampling, are obtained by using the special structure of the Paley 
Wiener space ( cf. Lemma 3.3) and by expressing the errors in terms of bounded linear 
operators. Explicit formula's for the error bounds are obtained by estimating the operator 
norms (cf. (1.ll), (1.12) and (3.2)). 
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